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Student loan default rates increase, UM below average
By Cain Madden
dmeditor@gmail.com

University of Mississippi exercise science sophomore Allen
Ball said his student loans are
not a big issue right now.
When the New Albany native
takes out loans, he only accepts
what he needs to pay for his education.
“I’m trying to manage it so
when I do graduate and get a
job, I’ll be able to pay it,” Ball
said.
The student loan default rates
at Ole Miss are 1.2 percentage
points lower than the national
average for public universities.
Laura Diven-Brown, financial
aid director, credits students’
ability to manage debts for the
university’s 6 percent rate.
“We are very proud of our
students for that,” she said. “The
folks on our campus try very
hard to ensure that people are
informed borrowers.”
Over the past three years of
U.S. Department of Education
releases, the percentage of students defaulting nationwide has
been on the rise. It has also been
rising in Mississippi.
“Even though we are under
the national average, ours is still
higher than it has been in the
past,” Diven-Brown said. “We
want to see what we can learn
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from the students who did default, so we can better support
our students coming through the
pipeline.
“We all want the default rate
to be zero.”
A cohort for the year 2009 is
a borrower who began repaying
his or her student loan between
Oct. 1, 2008 and Sept. 30, 2009,

and defaulted on or before Sept.
30, 2010. During this period,
2,810 Ole Miss students entered
repayment, and 169 defaulted.
The national student loan cohort default rate for public universities for 2009 was 7.2 percent, while in 2007, the national
public university cohort default
rate was 5.9 percent.

Mississippi’s public university
rate for 2009 was 8.46 percent,
with Mississippi State University
coming in at the lowest at 5.5
percent, just ahead of Ole Miss,
which has the second lowest rate
among public universities in
Mississippi. Alcorn State University has the highest student
loan cohort default rate at 11.7

percent.
The default rate for public universities in Mississippi in 2007
was 8.16.
“The increase in the default
rates on student loans is attributable to a number of factors,”
Hank M. Bounds, Mississippi’s
commissioner of higher education, said in a statement. “Certainly, the downturn in the economy plays a role.
“The recession has hit Mississippi particularly hard, and
many Mississippi families struggle to make ends meet and pay
back all kinds of loans.”
On the state level, Bounds said
the Mississippi Institutions of
Higher Learning is making an
effort to provide public university students and their parents
with information to help pay
for college, including targeting
high school counselors so they
can better inform students and
parents on applying for scholarships, grants and loans.
Ole Miss is also working on
programs to help students better
understand loans. The university already provides entrance and
exit counseling for students who
receive loans, but Diven-Brown
said they are also looking at getting to the root of the problem.
Diven-Brown said retention
See LOANS, PAGE 4

Bennie Abram trial could move to Lafayette County
BY JOHN MCEACHIN
jdmceach@gmail.com

The ongoing trial pertaining to the wrongful death lawsuit of deceased University
of Mississippi football player
Bennie Abram is now in motion to take place in Lafayette
County.
The plaintiff party, Abram’s
family, wanted the trial to
take place in Hinds County
because of concern about the
fairness the trial would get in

inside

Lafayette County. The family
is concerned that jurors from
Lafayette County would be
more likely to have associations with Ole Miss.
On Feb. 19, 2010, 20-yearold Abram collapsed during
a workout and later passed
away at Baptist Memorial
Hospital in Oxford. A sickle cell trait was the cause of
Abram’s death, according to
an autopsy.
The lawsuit claims the
workout was “carelessly and
recklessly excessive” on the
first day of offseason football
workouts. It also says that the

university had knowledge of
Abram’s sickle cell trait and
failed to inform him of it.
Chuck Mullins, who represents Abram’s family, said
the judge has not yet signed a
written order yet, but Mullins
said he received an email from
the judge about the move to
Lafayette County.
“The order states it was
transferred because the parties were in Lafayette County
and the medical negligence
was there,” Mullins said.
He said the case has to take
place where the incident occured.

An attorney out of Oxford,
J. Cal Mayo, who represents
the university in this case,
believes the trial should take
place in Lafayette County.
“Everything
that
took
place happened in Lafayette
County. Nothing happened
in Hinds County,” Mayo told
The Clarion-Ledger.
The family also filed suit
against head coach Houston
Nutt and the National Collegiate Athletic Association.
The trial date is unknown,
but will take place in the Oxford Courthouse if the motion
goes through.
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Needing a worthy Democratic candidate to support

BY ALAN-MICHAEL WHITE
alanmichael.white@gmail.com

I do not support much of anything Democratic gubernatorial
candidate Johnny DuPree stands
for.
Like most Mississippi Democrats, he’s more conservative
than a Massachusetts Republican, and I have trouble supporting someone who so inadequately represents my views.
For my trouble, I was called a
troll.
I don’t consider myself particularly idealistic anymore; it’s
been beaten out of me by age
and experience, and while I
don’t expect what remains to
last, it has been replaced with

keen observation.
It really seems to me that there
are some who label themselves
liberals who will align themselves
with whoever wears their letter.
Sure, I primarily vote for Democrats, but why should I vote for
Johnny Dupree when Reform
candidate Bobby Kearan is more
closely aligned with my vision for
a better Mississippi?
The election commission disenfranchised him in a bipartisan
move, so he won’t show up on
the ballot and votes for him will
not count. This, I think, is the
rotten core of the problem.
It’s not any surprise that Mississippi politicians are red shifted
so extremely that they may as
well be moving away from the
planet at an appreciable fraction
of the speed of light. However,
I’m beginning to wonder if the
entire political hierarchy of the
state isn’t rotten, elephant and
donkey alike.

Is every elected official in this
state part of some elaborate plot
to keep himself or herself in
power and his or her agenda on
the table?
Probably not, after all there
are disagreements, and as for
being conservative, it is Mississippi, the candidates do have to
be electable to some degree.
All the same, it does seem like
the most important issue to many
voters is party loyalty, with policy
coming in at a distant second.
For now, however, my idealism
isn’t completely dead, and if I
wish to facilitate any meaningful
change in the state, I won’t simply support a party.
I must support issues that affect the lives of the electorate,
speak strongly on them and if
the favorite child of the Democratic party doesn’t reflect those
values, call him or her on it.
I won’t support a system of career criminals and moral degen-

erates simply because they have
the most effective campaigners,
and I am expected to as a liberal.
I’m not anyone’s marionette. Not
yet. Not ever, if I can help it.
My idealism may be dying,
but I have standards, and if the
people in charge for the last few
decades haven’t made any significant change in our poverty, teen
pregnancy and STD rates, then
I won’t support the same system,
which keeps electing ineffective
career politicians.
That isn’t to say there aren’t
good politicians in government.
There most certainly are, even
in Mississippi.
But the system is designed so
that a positive feedback loop will
keep a certain quality of people
in public office, and the policies
that should service us are ineffective or, in some cases, detrimental.
My enthusiasm is not for Mayor DuPree or Attorney General

Jim Hood, who recently came
out in favor of Initiative 26, too.
My enthusiasm is for the people of the great state of Mississippi, and if they insist on supporting the initiative despite its
implications, they are not the
representatives the people deserve, in my opinion.
I don’t doubt DuPree’s work
in Hattiesburg. However, if he
insists on supporting a life-destroying agenda, he will find his
economic boom hindered by a
savaged populace. If DuPree
can be reasonable and see the
problems of this initiative he favors, I can support him.
Yet if he is beyond reason and
cannot be swayed, I’ll find myself without a candidate on the
ballot.
Alan-Michael White is a senior
English major and linguistics minor
from Dumas. Follow him on Twitter
@nintfjr.

Don’t take our money to pay for your mistakes
BY ALEC JONES
jonesalexander18@gmail.com

The standard of living in this
country is frightening.
Americans are worried about
jobs, or rather the lack of them,
and it’s hard to avoid the constant reports of poverty in the
news.
Graduates of four-year universities have an extremely tough
time finding jobs, and corporate
earnings relative to the income
and benefits of employees are at
the highest level since the Great
Depression. Things aren’t looking good.
The public wants answers, but
the debate about job creation is
incredibly misguided. Most people either look for salvation from
the Obama Jobs Plan or an un-

employment fighting hero to rise
from the soap opera that is the
current Republican presidential
debates.
The solutions our politicians
offer are rather superficial, engaging in class warfare and
thinking of more ways the government can either spend money or offer incentives to boost the
economy.
Unemployment comes from
problems that are much more
systemic and structural than
anything for which the Republicans and Democrats can offer
quick fixes.
Over 50,000 factories and 5.5
million manufacturing jobs have
fled the country in the past decade. This is merely an outcome
of government meddling with
the free market, not a problem
that more government intervention will fix.
Through NAFTA and other
trade agreements America has
with other nations, trade barriers are almost nonexistent. The

only protection American workers had was taken from us.
The main problem that arises
from this situation is that the federal government overtaxes us to
then spend our money in an attempt to stimulate the economy.
That’s one argument the Democrats have that actually works in
concept.
In practice, however, every
time Obama issues a massive
new spending bill, our money
goes overseas instead of into
the hands of Americans. Buying Rubbermaid trash cans from
Walmart may keep someone
employed on minimum wage,
but they were manufactured in a
factory somewhere overseas.
There is a colossal failure of
logic in thinking that we can
export our factories and jobs
and then export our wealth to
fix things. Stimulus packages
and job plans simply stimulate
China’s economy instead of our
own.
Even trying to bring back our
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unemployed with $50,000 in
debt because you chose a degree
in modern dance over mechanical engineering. Even education
and social work majors, arguably
very compassionate career paths,
are purely at the whim of state
and federal budgets.
If you’re in college to study
something you love, it’s wise to
study something that’s also a
benefit to society and will be in
demand after you graduate.
In the meantime, be skeptical
of all of the short term solutions
from politicians simply seeking
election.
One thing our elected officials
don’t get is that any plan to create
jobs by increasing taxes, giving
tax incentives or spending more
money only tangles the rats nest
we’re in even more. Then again,
why should we ever expect a
politician to be mature or honest
enough to say this to us?
Alec Jones is a junior accountancy
major from Catonsville, Md.
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factories is not a solution. Unions,
high minimum wages and the
populists who support them have
turned us into a service economy.
If you go to a Toyota plant, there
are more people working on the
loading dock than in the production line.
Hiring Americans is too expensive, and this is a natural result of
everything we have asked for for
decades from our politicians.
Even if America can start producing things again and stop being a country that only makes
money selling Justin Bieber
songs on iTunes and social media advertisements, what will we
do when there’s hardly anyone
working in our factories?
There’s not much you can do
about the national economy, but
you do have complete control
over your personal economy.
Problems can begin to fix themselves on a larger scale if enough
people take this attitude.
It’s tough to gain sympathy
about your lack of a job if you’re
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Why the Amanda Knox trial makes me proud to be an American

BY BRITTANY SHARKEY
brittsharkey@gmail.com

When most people think of
studying abroad, they think of
traveling to new and exciting
places, experiencing a different
culture and taking serious advantage of lower legal drinking ages. For the vast majority
of college students who participate in study abroad programs, they accomplish exactly that and get an educational
experience out of the process.
However, Amanda Knox had
quite a different experience.
Knox, who was spending a
year studying Italian in Perugia, Italy, was arrested in 2007
and sentenced to 26 years in
prison for the murder of her
roommate, Meredith Kercher.
Arguments began this week
in Knox’s attempt to appeal
her conviction. Italian prosecutors and lawyers for the vic-

tim presented their arguments
to keep Knox in prison and
possibly even extend her sentence to life. Knox’s lawyers
are arguing for her immediate release, and a verdict could
come as early as next week.
Very little is actually known
about the events of Nov. 1,
2007, the night of Kercher’s
alleged murder.
What is known is that Kercher’s body was found the next
day with multiple stab wounds,
bruises and evidence of sexual
assault. Three people, including Knox, her boyfriend and
an alleged boyfriend of Kercher have all been convicted of
the murder.
One thing I know about
this case is that it makes me
proud to be an American. Not
because I share a nationality with the “She-Devil” or
“Foxy Knox-y,” as Knox has
been dubbed in the press, but
because the American justice
system is better.
To clarify, there are far
greater protections of the accused and many more processes to ensure that fair and

just results are reached in the
United States than there are in
Italy.
For example, let’s start with
the questioning of Knox.
She was questioned for 53
hours straight, with no food,
water or sleep. She was questioned in Italian, a language
she had only been studying for
two months at the time, and
the Italian police refused to
provide her with a lawyer or
translator.
Only a Navy SEAL or CIA
operative wouldn’t crack under those conditions and
would probably confess to almost anything if it meant the
questioning would end.
Failing to advise Knox of
her right to counsel and right
to remain silent would have
made any of those confessions
inadmissible in a U.S.-based
trial.
While an Italian court decided that the interrogation
techniques violated Knox’s
basic human rights, the confession was thrown out as evidence in the criminal case but
allowed to be used in the civil

case, even though both cases
had the same judge and jury.
Another prime example is
that the judge and jury in this
case were not sequestered and
were exposed to the media
coverage of the trial. To say
that coverage of this trial has
been sensationalized would
be the understatement of the
century.
The prosecutor originally
alleged that Kercher was murdered by Knox and various
boyfriends in a Satanic ritual,
then it became a sex game
that went too far, and finally
,Kercher was apparently murdered because she refused to
participate in an orgy.
All of these allegations make
for great newspaper headlines,
even if they turn out to be unfounded allegations that don’t
hold up in a court of law. It’s
not a far stretch to say that the
exposure to media coverage
could have biased the judges
and jury members.
The rule of sequester is an
important one; it ensures that
juries are only exposed to the
vetted evidence that has been

admitted into the trial, and the
media is not held to any such
standard and can report anything with a modicum of truth
behind it.
Could Amanda Knox be
guilty of murdering Meredith
Kercher? Absolutely.
Could Knox be innocent?
Absolutely. And that’s the very
heart of this issue.
When the legal process has
been polluted by doubt and
questions, the question of guilt
and innocence becomes even
harder to ascertain.
No matter which way the
jury decides in the upcoming
weeks, there will forever be
questions about the results.
The American justice system is flawed and far from
perfect, but in comparison to
other countries around the
world, America’s justice system is comparatively none too
shabby.
Brittany Sharkey is a second-year
law student from Oceanside, Calif.
She graduated from NYU in 2010
with a degree in politics. Follow her
on Twitter @brittanysharkey.
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‘Pink Out UM’ in support of Breast Cancer Awareness
BY Avé Mayeux
avemayeux@gmail.com

Wearing a pink shirt will be
more than just a fashion statement Friday.
That’s because the entire campus is being encouraged to wear
pink to show support for “Pink
Out the Campus Day” in order
to promote breast cancer research and to raise breast cancer
awareness among students, faculty and university community
members.
“We are hopeful that students,
as well as university community
members, who want to participate will wear pink and help us
‘Pink Out the Campus,’” assistant dean of students Valeria
Ross said.
The Office of the Dean of

Students will have a table set
up in the Student Union lobby
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday this week from 10 a.m. until
1 p.m. with educational materials about breast cancer in men
and women.
“I feel that students and the
university community need to
know about breast cancer awareness because so many people are
affected by it,” said Hannah
Holcomb, graduate assistant for
volunteer services.
“Many people, like myself,
maybe not have been aware
that men can also be affected by
breast cancer, and letting all the
men on campus know I think is
important as well.”
Breast cancer in men is rare,
however it does exist. The ratio
of female-to-male breast cancer
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in the United States is 100 to 1.
The American Cancer Society
said that in 2011, about 2,140
new cases of invasive breast
cancer will be diagnosed among
men, and 450 men will die from
breast cancer.
The Susan G. Komen for the
Cure Foundation states that diagnosing breast cancer in young
women can be more difficult
than for women over age 40.
The cancer can be more aggressive and less responsive to hormone treatments.
Breast cancer ranks second
among cancer deaths in women
after lung cancer, and excluding
cancers of the skin, breast cancer
is the most frequently diagnosed
cancer in women, according to
the University of Mississippi
Health Care Services.
The Center for Disease Control and Prevention’s 2007 statistics say the number of people
who have breast cancer in Mississippi is 99.9 – 116.8 per 100,000
– and the deaths reported from
breast cancer are 23.3 – 24.3 per
100,000.
There are several more events
that will take place during the
month of October, which is National Breast Cancer Awareness
Month and its 25th anniversary.
This week’s Breast Cancer

LOANS,

continued from page 1

has been the number one issue
that prevented students from repaying loans, as graduates are
typically in a better financial position than non-graduates.
To help with this, the university set up a check-in system
for students who are struggling
with earning good grades. In
the system, a student with low
grades would have to appeal to
continue getting federal aid, can
explain how this year is going to
be different and agree to see an
adviser at midterm.
“A struggling student may not
reach out for help, but if we are
monitoring them, it makes it easier to ask for help,” Diven-Brown
said. “Hopefully it will really help

*New* *
*French
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Awareness push is sponsored
by many organizations, including the Office of the Dean of
Students/Volunteer Services,
Health Promotions, the Sarah
Isom Center for Gender Studies,
the Commission on the Status
of Women, Alpha Kappa Alpha
Sorority, Delta Sigma Theta
Sorority, Zeta Phi Beta Sorority
and Sigma Gamma Rho Soror-

ity, Ross said.
“Breast cancer affects many
women and men,” Ross said. “It
is important that everyone have
information that can help them
live healthier, longer lives.”
For more information on other
breast cancer awareness events,
go to the university’s calendar
on the Ole Miss website or call
the Dean of Student’s office.

them be successful.”
A section on financial literacy
and management has been added in the freshman experience
courses to help students learn
early on how to manage debt
and money.
“We want to make sure students have those skills,” DivenBrown said. “Your first year is a
good time to learn.”
If students do feel like they are
in danger of defaulting, DivenBrown said there are resources to
help. She said one key is to make
sure students stay on top of their
loans.
“Stay aware of your loan —
you don’t want to miss a beat
when the repayments start,” she
said.
The financial aid office can
look up Ole Miss students in
a national database and show
them what they have borrowed,

Diven-Brown said.
If a borrower is unemployed,
meets the rules for economic
hardship or is enrolled in another
educational program, there is an
option of getting a deferment. If
a deferment is not an option, a
forbearance could be possible.
A forbearance allows borrowers
to temporarily stop making payments, make smaller payments
or extend the time on a loan.
Ball said he was worried about
the economy, but he felt like the
exercise science field is growing
fast enough that he’ll be able to
get a job when he graduates.
“Growing up playing sports
and getting hurt, I became interested in it,” he said. “I want to
help people train better so maybe they won’t get hurt.”
For more information on paying for college, visit www.riseupms.com.
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Oxford School District begins
search for superintendent
BY CAITLIN CLANCY
cgclancy3@gmail.com

Oxford City Schools have
officially begun the search for
the new superintendent of
education and plan to have a
new one in place by the end of
February 2012.
“I do have high expectations not only for the school
district that I’ve been part of
and graduated from, but I
have high expectations for the
school district that my children are a part of and hopefully will graduate from as
well,” Brian Harvey, Oxford
School District interim superintendent, said.
With assistance from the
Mississippi School Boards Association (MSBA), the Board
of Trustees is exclusively in
charge of selecting the new
superintendent.
The next step includes the
Stakeholder meetings, which
will take place Sept. 29.
Harold Fisher, representative of the School Board Association and the man in charge
of superintendent searches,
will lead the event, conducting interviews and a series of
meetings with central office
directors, school principals,
assistant school principals, instructional staff and community members during the day.
After the Stakeholder meetings have finished, the community forum will begin to-

night at 6 p.m. The forum will
be held at the Kayla Sue Mize
Auditorium in Oxford High
School and all members of the
community are encouraged to
attend.
The Stakeholder meetings
and community forum are just
the beginning of the search
process.
A lot of other work goes into
the search, including a board
survey, meeting findings from
MSBA, the creation of a brochure advertising the position, the collecting, reviewing
and screening of all the applications, and of course the
ranking of the applications,
which are then sent over to
the school board so that they
can ultimately make the final
decision.
The search will open Nov.
14 and close on Dec. 30. The
weeks of Jan. 2-13, will be
geared specifically toward
finalizing applications with
checked references, so that the
MSBA can interview candidates the week of Jan. 16-20.
After interviewing the candidates, MSBA reports their
findings to the Oxford School
Board during the week of Jan.
30 — Feb. 3. The Oxford
School Board will then interview the candidates during the
week of Feb. 13-17, and will
finally make an offer to the
selected candidate during the
week of Feb. 27.
On top of this search process, the district is currently

undergoing a huge comprehensive capital improvement
program, in which almost all
Oxford schools are being refurbished and expanded and a
completely new high school is
being built.
“We have several construction projects going on right
now,” Harvey said, “It’s just
busy to begin with, and then
when you throw those things
on top of it, it gets even busier.
But, it’s good. I’ve enjoyed it.”
Harvey said he doesn’t mind
all of the work that needs to
be done. He said he knows in
order to keep Oxford School
District as one of the top public school systems in the state,
a lot of work needs to be put
in.
Harvey said his favorite
part of being interim superintendent is the impact he has
on the kids attending these
schools.
As an Oxford native, Harvey is hopeful that the newlyselected superintendent will
lead Oxford School District to
its full potential, while still giving the students an enjoyable
experience.
The first step to a new adviser has already begun and will
continue Thursday, Sept. 29,
with the Stakeholder meetings
and community forum. The
event is free of charge and everyone is encouraged to come
and learn more about the Oxford superintendent search for
2011-12.

Oxford puts the pedal to the medal to
benefit LeBonhuer Children’s Hospital
BY BRITTANI ACUFF
brittaniacuff@gmail.com

The Oxford Board of Aldermen unanimously declared today as “Go Jim Go Day.”
The day will recognize the
“Go Jim Go” campaign, which
is a 333-mile bike ride through
the Mid-South to raise funds
for LeBonhuer Children’s Hospital.
Go Jim Go was founded in
2006 by the Memphis CBS affiliate, WREG News Channel 3
Meterologist, Jim Jaggers.
Since the foundation’s be-

ginning, Go Jim Go has raised
close to $400,000 for the patients and families at LeBonhuer Children’s Hospital,
which was recently ranked the
No. 1 hospital in Memphis and
one of the best hospitals in the
country by U.S. News & World
Report.
Go Jim Go is not just a fundraiser for LeBonhuer. This
foundation is also set to spread
awareness among the MidSouth about the work being
done for more than 135,000
children each year.
This event is a large fixture in
the Oxford community.

your morning pick me up
The Daily Mississippian
The STudenT newSpaper of
The univerSiTy of MiSSiSSippi

“This will be the sixth year
Go Jim Go has visited Oxford,
and we’ve had some wonderful help from residents and
students of Ole Miss,” Jaggers
said. “A few years ago, a church
from Oxford raised some money, we picked up during a break
in our riding and they even
provided refreshments for our
riding and support team.
“More recently, Della Davidson Elementary School has
raised several thousands of dollars through an annual Bike-AThon. They are one of our top
fund raising schools to Go Jim
Go.”

Monday - Friday~8am-7pm
Saturday~9am-5pm • Sunday~1pm-3pm
1201 Ofﬁce Park Drive • Oxford, MS • 662-234-7666

half mile past hospital on left across from azalea drive

We have the best deal in town
on beer. Check it out today!
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COLUMN

‘The Beautiful Fall’: a tale of two rivals, destined to shine

BY KELSEY DOCKERY
kqdockery@gmail.com

“Fashion is an endless process
of elimination: in and out, now
and then, new and old, right and
wrong. Being among the chosen
provides the nervous adrenaline
on which fashion runs.”
An excerpt from the non-fiction
book, “The Beautiful Fall,” which
takes you behind the scenes for
France’s two most famous designers, describes not only the
fast-paced life of couture, but also
the fast-paced life of Yves Saint
Laurent, creative director of his
namesake label, and Karl Lagerfeld, chief designer of Chanel (the
job that would ultimately tear the
two apart).
The fashion world in Paris in
the 1970s was like the Hollywood
elite today. If you weren’t a part
of the fashion crowd, you weren’t
in at all. And at the center of the
couture kingdom were Laurent
and Lagerfeld – two of the most
talented artists of the time, and

ILLUSTRATION BY KELSEY DOCKERY | The Daily Mississippian

LEFT: Karl Lagerfeld RIGHT: Yves Saint Laurent

two of the biggest rivals in fashion
history.
The old adage, keep your friends
close and your enemies closer,
couldn’t ring more true in this
case. Before they became fashions
biggest rivals, Laurent and Lagerfeld were great friends, meeting
at the International Wool Secretariat fashion design competition
in 1954. Laurent, 18, won first
place and Lagerfeld, 21, received
second place in coat design.
Imagine being in the presence
of Christian Dior, Pierre Balmain
and Hurbert de Givenchy, the

original creators of the lines we
know and love today. We can’t,
but Lagerfeld and Laurent could.
The former were judges at the
competition and launched the careers of today’s designers.
At the tender age of 21, Laurent took over as couturier (creator of original garments) for one
of Paris’ biggest couture houses,
Dior. In a sea of designers over
the age of 50, Laurent was the
youngest head designer France
had ever seen.
In a matter of months, Laurent
changed the Dior woman that

Christian Dior himself had created. Laurent gave the collection
youth and spirit using free-flowing
designs and shorter hemlines. At
the same time, he kept in mind
the ideals Christian had set forth:
a changing silhouette each season
to keep the momentum going and
the audience intrigued.
Laurent’s first collection for
Dior was on the cover of Women’s
Wear Daily, serving as his coronation into Paris.
When it came to his fashion
and his career, Laurent was in
charge and in focus. But when it

came to his life and him as a human being, Laurent was a shell.
He let people control himself and
did nothing to stop it. But when
it came to fashion, Laurent knew
exactly who he was.
Perhaps the greatest influence
of Laurent was his lifelong boyfriend and business partner, Pierre
Bergé, who’s voice was behind every design and sketch.
On Dec. 4, 1961, Laurent
opened the house of Yves Saint
Laurent (YSL), with the iconic image of the navy blue peacoat, wide
leg white pants and babouche
(moroccan inspired) flat slippers,
making fashion history.
Laurent stood on a pedestal. He could do no wrong. The
magazines loved him, the models
wanted to walk for him and the
wannabes wanted to just hang out
with him.
He didn’t just create a brand,
Laurent created the fashion show
we know today: the raised catwalk,
the hair and makeup, the production. He turned a simple showing
of gowns into a spectacle.
Laurent was able to create not
only beautiful clothes, but also an
emotion. He had the ability to
See FASHION, PAGE 7
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continued from page 6

touch people, not through the colors or the newness, but the power
to stir and evoke emotion. Laurent
did everything he could to stand
out from his enemy, Lagerfeld.
Lagerfeld grew up in a small
town in Germany; any other facts
about his childhood are widely
unknown. No one really knows
much about how he grew up, just
that he arrived.
Lagerfeld was so adamant about
forgetting his past and moving on,
so much so that he made up a past
to match Laurent, which, I think,
lead to his ultimate jealousy of
Laurent.
While Laurent’s fame grew
quickly, it took Lagerfeld longer
to understand where he stood in
the fashion world. He moved to
Paris in 1953, and in 1955, he was
hired as an apprentice at Pierre
Balmain. After three years, he
moved on to Jean Patou, where he
designed two couture collections
under the house’s name.
But unlike many designers who
look to France for inspiration, Lagerfeld looked to America. It was
the Americans he met who taught
him that fashion was no longer a
question of hemlines but a question of attitude.

In 1960, Lagerfeld produced a
show of skirts that were shorter
than ever before.
Four years later, Lagerfeld
moved to the house of Chloe,
where he stayed as a designer for
years. He also did freelance with
Italian power-house Fendi.
In 1983, Lagerfeld finally got his
big break. He took over as chief
designer for Chanel, one of the
greatest French couture houses.
It was this job that ultimately
ended the friendship between
Lagerfeld and Laurent. After all,
Mademoiselle Chanel herself declared Laurent her rightful heir on
national television shortly before
her death.
Lagerfeld and Laurent were
perfect enemies and polar opposites. While Laurent drank and experimented with drugs, Lagerfeld
never drank or dabbled in drugs.
Lagerfeld was working constantly,
always finding new inspiration.
Laurent always had an idea of
what he wanted the Yves Saint
Laurent woman to be. The YSL
woman was easily distinguished by
her scent, her red nails, her dark
lipstick and most importantly, her
sex appeal and confidence.
But Lagerfeld never had such
an ideal woman he wanted to impose on his collection, but rather
he had a vision of himself that he
wished to impose on the world.

Alice & Co.
Hair • Skin • Nails
1729 University Avenue • 234-3896

He tried to establish a namesake
house, but later found he succeeded better when designing under
someone else’s ideals, rather than
his own.
“The Beautiful Fall” takes you
on the journey that was the lives of
Yves Saint Laurent and Karl Lagerfeld. Although it is non-fiction,
the wild, scandalous, unbelievable
lives of these two designers reads
like fiction.
It takes you through the earliest
days of their careers, all the way
through until the day Laurent retired. It takes you through every
emotional breakdown, every near
drug overdose and every relationship the two designers ever had.
If you are a fashion lover or
even a fashion appreciator, “The
Beautiful Fall” is one book that
will shed new light on the world
of fashion you once knew. It is
both inspiring and dark, uplifting
and sad.
“With the thrill of being chosen comes the fear of the fall
from grace. Fashion’s compulsion
for change means it is only ever
a matter of time before you are
out, rather than in, you are wrong
rather than right.”
Fashion is a combination of euphoria and fear. “The Beautiful
Fall” shows these ideals, through
the eyes of two of the world’s
greatest designers.
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ABOVE: Sorority potential new members walk down Rebel Drive on their way to visit
their first houses. BELOW: Potential fraternity recruits check in at fraternity houses on the
first day of recruitment.
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The Collegian previews UM vs. Fresno State
BY AUSTIN MILLER
thedmsports@gmail.com

The Daily Mississippian sports
editor Austin Miller recently caught up
with Fresno State’s sports editor Jerry
Huerta to discuss Saturday’s Ole MissFresno State game.
Austin Miller: Talk about
the Fresno State football
season to this point. What
are the Bulldogs’ expectations going into this game
and for the rest of the season?
Jerry Huerta:
The
season
hasn’t went exactly how Fresno
State has wanted as they came
out flat in the
season opener
against California, and the ‘Dogs
narrowly lost to Nebraska in the
second week of the season. Now,
Fresno State has won two games
in a row, and I see them having a
tough time in the next two weeks.
If they survive these two weeks
then I can see them getting back

to a bowl game.
AM: How does Pat Hill’s
motto “Anybody, Anytime,
Anywhere” affect Fresno
State’s scheduling, and what
is its overall impact on goals
for the football program?
JH: It is a big factor because
it gets the Fresno State fans excited to have the ‘Dogs face some
of the bigger FBS schools. Even
though the schedule is so tough,
the expectations are still the same
–– get to a big bowl game. The
expectations in the past were to
get to a BCS bowl game, but the
‘Dogs haven’t gotten close to that
recently. The new motto Pat Hill
has is “Going From Good To
Great.” Hill wants the ‘Dogs to
take the next step as a program.
AM: What kind of excitement is there for hosting an
SEC opponent Saturday?
What does it mean for Pat
Hill and Fresno State?
JH: There is a lot of excitement
because this is the first time Fresno
State has had an SEC team come
to Bulldog Stadium. The ‘Dogs
know that in the SEC they play a

SWAYZE ALFORD
ATTORNEY AT LAW

1300 Van Buren

• Criminal Defense

Suite 110, High Cotton

• DUI Defense

P.O. Box 1820

• Drug Related Charges

Oxford, MS 38655

• Expungements

662-234-2025
SALFORD@SWAYZEALFORDLAW.COM

different level of football, so there
is a lot of excitement for the Rebels to come to Fresno. The way
it affects the program is it might
persuade more SEC members
to start scheduling the ‘Dogs and
come to Bulldogs Stadium.
AM: How have the players,
coaches and fans carried
over last season’s 55-38 loss
to Ole Miss into this year’s
game, as far as motivation?
JH: A lot of the players that
played in that game have graduated. This season’s version of the
Bulldogs is very young in a lot of
areas. Although, that is the case,
a lot of the players witnessed the
beating the Rebels gave Fresno
State, so I think they will be motivated to have Saturday’s game
have a different outcome.
AM: What kind of quarterback is Derek Carr? Talk
about him growing up in his
older brother David’s shadow at Fresno State. What can
Ole Miss expect from him?
JH: He is a drop back passer,
but he can scramble if he needs
to. His throwing motion is similar
to his brother’s. He had a breakout performance last Saturday
against Idaho. As far as being in
his brother’s shadow, I don’t think
he has. I think people just always
refer to him as David’s brother,
but he’s starting to make a name
for himself; so they won’t refer
to him as David’s brother, they
will call him Derek Carr. So the
Rebels can expect a lot of deep
throws with Carr spreading the
wealth to all of his receivers.
AM: What are the keys to
the game? What will it take
for Fresno State to beat Ole
Miss?
JH: The keys to game for Fresno State should be to limit the
mistakes on the offensive side of
the ball, like penalties and turnovers. Limit the big plays on the
defensive of the ball because in
the first couple games this season
the ‘Dogs have been prone to giving up the big play. And convert
big plays because it will help the
offense get off to a fast start and
it will take pressure off of the defense.

Participate in Pink Out the Campus Day
Wear pink on Friday, September 30, 2011 to recognize Breast Cancer Awareness month
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Office of the Dean of Students/Volunteer Services, Associated Student Body, Black Student Union, Chancellor Commission on
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CLASSIFIEDS
INFORMATION
To place your ad in The
Daily Mississippian
Classifieds section, visit:
http://www.thedmonline.
com/classifieds.
The DEADLINE to place, correct
or cancel an ad is 12 p.m. one
day in advance. The Daily Mississippian is published Monday
through Friday year round,
when school is in session.

Classified ads must be
prepaid.
All major credit cards accepted.
RATES:
- $ . 25 per word per day
- 15-word minimum

HOMES FOR SALE
WHY RENT WHEN YOU CAN OWN
3BD/2.5BA Aspen Ridge $165,000
Lafayette Land Company. Call James
at (662)513-0011.
WHY RENT WHEN YOU CAN OWN
8 Davis Springs off Old Sardis Road
3BD/3BA SPACIOUS fenced backyard.
$105,000. Call James (662)513-0011
FOR SALE 3-plex house at 914 Cleveland Avenue. Perfect investment property for students - Live in one unit while
renting out the other two. Half-acre lot
with room to build, huge private patio
and rear parking, short walk to Square,
Campus, Stadium. Contact: Fergie Crill
(662) 202-2652

CONDO FOR SALE
SOLEIL CONDO 221 3 bedroom, 2 and
1/2 bath. Excellent condition! Price Reduced. 662-538-4840 or 662-316-0861.

APARTMENT FOR RENT

PREGNANCY TEST CENTER Pregnancy Test, Limited Ultrasound, Information on Abortion Effects, Parenting
and Adoption. All services are free and
conﬁdential. wwwpregnancyoxford.com
(662)234-4414

BUSINESS
IPHONE & LAPTOP
REPAIR

FREE Diagnosis!! PC & Mac--Same
Day Virus Removal--All Work Guaranteed--Oxford’s #1 Computer Shop 662.236.5670 - 1501 W Jackson Ave

Bold Text - extra $ . 50 per
word

3BDR/3BA HOUSE 8 Davis Springs.
$1100 a month; WSG included. Call
James R. Davis at (662)513-0011.

To place your ad online:

WEEKEND RENTAL

STUDENTPAYOUTS.COM Paid Survey Takers Needed In Oxford. 100%
FREE To Join! Click On Surveys.
********BARTENDING************ Make
Up to $250/ Day.
No Experience Necessary. Training
Available. 1-800-965-6520 ext155

www.thedmonline.com/classifieds

The DM reserves the right to
refuse ads that appear to offer unrealistic or questionable
products or services.

201 BISHOP HALL
662.915.5503

NOT JUST FOOTBALL RENTALS
Weekends and more! NEW AVAILABILITY ALL GAMES. LOWER PRICING BYU AND SOUTHERN ILLINOIS!
Event weekend availability/ pricing online. Check with Kay for other dates.
www.oxfordtownhouse.com (662)8016692

2007 KAWASAKI NINJA 650R with less
than 1200 miles. Wife no longer rides!
662.801.8491 Cell (662)236-1217

FULL-TIME

PART-TIME

Big Headline - $2

MOTORCYCLES

PENMAN TUTORING

HOUSE FOR RENT

Jumbo Headline - $3

IT SUPPORT ASSISTANT (student
worker) in the School of Business Administration: Great job for a hard-working technology-oriented student who
wants good pay ($7.75/ hr to start), ﬂexible hours, training, and valuable work
experience for your resume. 20 hours/
week. Prefer someone who can work
for two or more years including summers. Strong knowledge of computers
is required, and experience in troubleshooting and repairing computer problems is preferred. Email shammoud@
bus.olemiss.edu or call 662-915-5544
to arrange an interview.

Accounting, Economics, Math, English,
Spanish and much more.
Call/ text: 601.497.7619. Email: penmantutoring123@gmail.com.

ASSISTANT EDITOR Seeking highly
motivated, hard working individual with
positive work ethic for Oxford-based
national trade magazine. Position will
require interviewing, fact checking and
writing. Call 662-234-5481, x126 or
email liz@pmq.com.

Additional Features
(Web & Print):
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1,2,3 bedroom apts. available. 1 mile
from campus. www.liveatlexingtonpointeapts.com or call 662-281-0402.
1 BEDROOM STUDIO APARTMENT
$345 a month located off of Molly Bar
Rd. Call 662-595-4165

- No minimum run
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EXPERTS
EXPERTS
1508 Jackson Avenue West Oxford 662 234 2803

MISCELLANEOUS

662.259.2873 • 10 THACKER RD • OXFORD, MS 38655

Thursday
Night
Football
at the Shak

$1.00 PBR’s

USF vs. PITT
ENJOY A RACK AT THE SHAK!

ENJOY GREAT FOOD AND ATMOSPHERE FOR ALL AGES

Take the Sh
to the Grove ak DAILY LUNCH
gameday w on SPECIAL
$5.50
our cateringith
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!
SIDE, & DRINK
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SEC Football Power Poll: Week 5
BY AUSTIN MILLER
thedmsports@gmail.com

4. Florida (4-0, 2-0 SEC,
5th last week):

7. Georgia (2-2, 1-1
SEC, 9th last week):

10. Vanderbilt (3-1, 1-1
SEC, 10th last week):

1. LSU (4-0, 1-0 SEC, 1st
last week):

The Tigers are the No. 1 team
in the country for the first time
since their national championship season in 2007. No team
in the country has beaten three
ranked teams, much less three
ranked teams away from home,
much less by double digits. Outgained 533-366 in Morgantown,
LSU won decisively, 47-21, over
West Virginia. The Tigers forced
four turnovers, but the play of
the game was junior cornerback
Morris Claiborne’s 99-yard
kickoff return after back-toback West Virginia touchdowns.
Sophomore cornerback Tyrann
Mathieu, the “Honey Badger,” is
perhaps this year’s biggest defensive playmaker in the country.
This week: Kentucky (2-2, 0-1
SEC), 11:21 a.m., SEC Network
2. Alabama (4-0, 1-0 SEC,
2nd last week):

The Gators scored three
touchdowns in less than five
minutes and jumped out to
21-0 first-quarter lead and
coasted to a 48-10 win at
Kentucky. Senior running
Jeff Demps and Chris Rainey
both had 100 rushing yards, as
Florida racked over 400 yards
on the ground. Demps, who
led the team with 157 yards on
10 carries, also accounted for
two touchdowns, including an
84-yard score. Meanwhile, the
defense held Kentucky under
300 yards of total offense and
forced four turnovers.
This week: Alabama (4-0, 1-0
SEC), 7 p.m., CBS
5. Arkansas (3-1, 0-1
SEC, 3rd last week):

The Commodores forced
four turnovers – all Stephen
Garcia interceptions – but
could not muster any offense
in a 21-3 loss at South Carolina. Vanderbilt gained only
five first downs and finished
with just 77 yards of total offense. Senior quarterback
Larry Smith completed 12 of
16 passes for 44 yards, but was
also sacked six times, fumbled
twice (one for a touchdown)
and then left the game in the
third quarter.
This week: Bye, Next week:
Alabama (4-0, 1-0 SEC), TBD,
TBD
11. Ole Miss (1-3, 0-2
SEC, 12th last week):

8 . Tennessee (2-1, 0-1
SEC, 8th last week):
The Razorbacks realized
how much they miss running
backs Knile Davis and Broderick Green after a 38-14 loss
at Alabama. Junior quarterback Tyler Wilson was serviceable, completing 22 of 35
passes for 185 yards and two
touchdowns, but the running
game managed only 17 yards.
Arkansas’ special teams gave
up two touchdowns and the
Crimson Tide scored another
touchdown on defense, so the
Razorbacks struggled in all
three phases.
This week: vs. Texas A&M (21), 11 a.m., ESPN

The Crimson Tide scored their
five touchdowns five different
ways - fake field goal, interception
return, punt return, pass and run
–– as they rolled a 38-14 win over
Arkansas. Junior running back
Trent Richardson continues to be
the star of the offense, leading the
team in rushing (126 yards on 17
carries) and receiving (3 catches
for 85 yards and a touchdown).
Sophomore quarterback AJ McCarron made strides, completing
15 of 20 passes for 200 yards and
two touchdowns. The defense held
the vaunted Arkansas offense to
6. Auburn (3-1, 1-0 SEC,
just 226 yards of total offense.
This week: at Florida (4-0, 2-0 6th last week):
SEC), 7 p.m., CBS
3. South Carolina (4-0,
2-0 SEC, 4th last week):

The offense, namely senior
quarterback Stephen Garcia,
struggled, but the defense dominated in a 21-3 win over previously unbeaten Vanderbilt. On
offense, Sophomore running
back Marcus Lattimore was
held to 77 yards on 20 carries
and Garcia threw four interceptions. The Gamecocks held the
Commodores to just 77 yards of
total offense and also forced four
turnovers, including a fumble
returned for a touchdown. Lattimore was responsible for both
of the other touchdowns, a 52yard touchdown catch and a 22yard touchdown run.
This week: Auburn (3-1, 1-0
SEC), 2:30 p.m., CBS

Head coach Mark Richt and
the Bulldogs got a muchneeded 27-13 win over Ole
Miss in Oxford. Georgia
outgained Ole Miss 475183, but mostly settled for
field goals and scored only
three second-half points.
Freshman running back Isaiah Crowell is rounding into
a great feature back with a
career high in carries (30)
and yards (147) against the
Rebels. Sophomore quarterback Aaron Murray is
regaining his freshman
form, completing 17 of 26
passes for 268 yards and two
touchdowns.
This week: Mississippi State
(2-2, 0-2 SEC), 11 a.m., Fox
Sports Net

The Tigers clung to a 10-6
halftime lead against the
Owls of Florida Atlantic, but
pulled away to win 30-14.
The Auburn defense allowed
307 yards of total offense to
Florida Atlantic, which ranks
120th out of 120 teams (164
ypg), so it continues to look for
answers. Sophomore running
back Michael Dyer was also
held to 68 yards on 14 carries,
as the Tigers only finished
with 137 yards on the ground.
The defense, however, turned
the tide in the Auburn’s favor
when freshman defensive back
Jermaine Whitehead returned
an interception 25 yards for a
touchdown.
This week: at South Carolina
(4-0, 2-0 SEC), 2:30 p.m., CBS

The Volunteers’ bye week
came at a good time after
sophomore wide receiver Justin Hunter’s season-ending
ACL injury in the Florida loss.
Sophomore Da’Rick Rogers
takes on added importance in
the passing game as the nowleading receiver with 20 catches for 262 yards and four touchdowns. After negative yardage
in the loss to the Gators, the
Volunteers’ ground attack, led
by senior Tauren Poole, looks
to get back on track.
This week: Buffalo (1-3), 11:30
a.m., CSS
9. Mississippi State
(2-2, 0-2 SEC, 7th last
week):

Outgained 359-340 by
Louisiana Tech, Mississippi
State intercepted a pass late
in the fourth quarter and then
in overtime to escape with a
26-20 win. Senior running
back Vick Ballard was held
to 68 yards on 17 carries.
Senior quarterback Chris
Relf continued his struggles,
completing less than 50% of
his passes (14-29, 164 yards),
but found sophomore running back LaDarius Perkins
for the game-winning, 17yard touchdown pass.
This week: at Georgia (2-2,
1-1 SEC), 11 a.m., Fox Sports
Net

The Rebels continue to
struggle on offense, gaining
only eight first downs and 183
yards of total offense in a 2713 loss to Georgia. Both touchdowns came on trick plays – a
reverse on a punt return and
a double-reverse pass. Junior
quarterback Zack Stoudt and
Randall Mackey both completed less than 50% of their
passes and combined for just
149 yards, while the running
game finished with 34 yards on
26 carries. The defense allowed
more than 200 yards both on
the ground and through the
air, but was stingy around the
red zone and held the Bulldogs
to just three points in the second half.
This week: Fresno State (2-2),
8:15 p.m., ESPN2
12. Kentucky (2-2, 0-1
SEC, 11th last week):

The Wildcats were blitzed
for 21 straight points in the first
quarter and got blown out 4810 at home against Florida. The
Gators racked up 520 yards of
total offense, including 405 on
the ground. Junior quarterback
Morgan Newton could do nothing on offense, completing 16
of 33 passes for 124 yards with
a touchdown and two interceptions. He also finished as the
team’s leading rusher with 50
yards on six carries.
This week: at LSU (4-0, 1-0
SEC), 11:21 a.m., SEC Network

sports briefs
Rebels Fall To
Alabama 3-1 In
Midweek Matchup
TUSCALOOSA, Ala. – Regina Thomas put down 13 kills
and hit .400 against the Crimson Tide, but it wasn’t enough
to lead the Rebels to victory on
Wednesday night as Ole Miss (58, 1-4 SEC) fell to Alabama (8-7,
2-3 SEC) by a score of 3-1 (2520, 21-25, 22-25, 20-25).
It marks the fourth consecutive match for Thomas to hit at
or above the .400 mark as she led
the Rebels on the night. Junior
right side hitter Allegra Wells put
down 11 kills and junior middle
blocker Courtney Cunningham
added 10 to help pace the Ole
Miss offense.
Despite the offensive performance, it was the errors which
proved to be costly for the Rebels against Alabama.
“Playing on the road in the
SEC is tough, and you can’t go
on the road and make 50 errors
and expect to win when giving
away that many points,” said
Ole Miss head coach Joe Getzin. “We have to clean up our first
contact so we can keep getting
Regina Thomas the ball. She’s
doing a great job for us.”
Ole Miss will return to action
on Sunday, hosting in-state rival
Mississippi State at 4 p.m. in a
match televised by ESPNU.

Diamond Rebels 2012
Schedule Features 32
Home Dates
The Ole Miss baseball team
will host 32 home dates and
play seven series against NCAA
Tournament teams from a year
ago, Ole Miss head coach Mike
Bianco announced on Wednesday with the release of the 2012
baseball schedule.
Season tickets for the upcoming season go on sale in
November and season ticket
packages remain for the 2012
campaign. Fans are encouraged
to secure their spot early in what
has become one of the nation’s
premiere college baseball atmospheres.
“We’re excited about our
schedule this upcoming season
and think it is one that will be of
interest to our fans as well,” Bianco said. “We have a good mix
of teams in the non-conference
that we hope will challenge us as
we prepare for the rigors of the
Southeastern Conference.”
The 2012 edition of the Rebels features the nation’s thirdranked recruiting class and will
take the field on Feb. 17 in a
three-game series at TCU before returning home for a 12game home stand. Ole Miss
then takes to the road for a midweek series at Louisville before
coming back to O-U Stadium
to kick-off Southeastern Conference play against the Auburn
Tigers.
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Football news & notes: preparations for Fresno, Mackey may start
BY DAVID HENSON
dahenson@olemiss.edu

Lee sees improvements
While the win-loss result wasn’t
any better, Ole Miss offensive coordinator David Lee said he saw
improvement on offense Saturday
against Georgia.
“We are showing improvement; we are getting better,” he
said. “Execution is getting better,
we are staying on our blocks lon-

ger and we are starting to finish
blocks. All those things are really
encouraging.
“I think it was about this time
last year (Ole Miss) really got it going. Hopefully, that’s going to take
place again.”
Lee said he’s working with junior quarterback Zack Stoudt and
helping him with his confidence.
Lee said Stoudt feels as though
after having two good games, his
confidence took a hit after his five-
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interception game. Lee believes
most of those picks were out of
Stoudt’s control.
“(Stoudt) got hit late in the
game (Georgia); I thought it hurt
him some,” he said. “He’s not
lost his confidence, but he got hit
a little bit the other night, and he
didn’t finish the game. He certainly had a good start. He came
out there good and had bad luck
with touchdowns called back and
those kind of things.”
Nix ready to go
Ole Miss defensive coordinator
Tyrone Nix said he is pleased with
the way his team has practiced
this week leading up to Saturday’s
game against Fresno State.
“We have been very enthusiastic this week –– practicing with
a purpose,” Nix said. “They are
playing with a passion and are
trying to go out and win another
ball game.”
Nix said his defense will feature several freshmen on the field
in Fresno on Saturday, including linebacker Serderius Bryant,
whom the coaches were very
pleased with after recording eight
tackles in Saturday’s game. Another freshman linebacker, CJ
Johnson, along with freshmen
defensive backs Cody Prewitt,
Nickolas Brassell and Senquez
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Junior quarterback Randall Mackey scrambles and eludes Southern Illinois defenders on
Sept. 10.

Golson, are all expected to see
playing time on the defensive side
of the ball Saturday.
Rebels ready for Carr
After facing some talented quarterbacks in BYU’s Jake Heaps
and Georgia’s Aaron Murray, Nix
said the Rebels may face the best
to date when they have to defend
Fresno State sophomore quarterback Derek Carr. Carr is the
younger brother of former Fresno
State and 2002 NFL Draft No. 1
overall selection David Carr. Nix
said he has been very impressed
with what the younger Carr has
shown on film.
“I see an outstanding quarterback,” he said.
“He has some outstanding

weapons. They max protect a lot
and throw the ball up deep and
give them a chance to make plays.
He is pretty sharp.”
Mackey may start at quarterback
Junior quarterback Randall
Mackey has been working with
the starters the past couple of
days. After practice Wednesday,
he would not say whether or not
he would be the starter come Saturday.
“I don’t know, maybe,” Mackey
said. “I have been getting a lot of
reps with the first team, and that’s
a good start for me.”
If Mackey starts Saturday, it
will be his first start as an Ole Miss
Rebel.

